Introduction

Consider a set of agents
and Geanakoplos and Polemarchakis [2] . The results derived below extend theirs. For a discussion of some of the issues involved here see [3, 4, 5] .
It is easy to see that xT converges to a random variable XJJJ as t ->°°. The more interesting question is to determine the sample paths a) along which two different agents m and £ agree asymptotically i.e.
XooM = KaM-Tne answer can be informally described as follows. Say that m and £ communicate infinitely often (i.o) along oj if there is
X^w) = x£(oj) if m and n_ communicate i.o. and they know that they do so. (A counterexample is given to show that the first condition alone is
-
Let
Gm := Gmm ,Gm := VGm and X* := E{X|G*} .
Is
Recall that X^=E{X|^}, 0<t<« and Xm =Xmm .
*j Theorem 1. (i) (X^F?), 0 < t <«, is a martingale, (ii) X1? = ECXIf'V} (iii) lim X? = lim X* = lim X?1 = Xm. Proof, (i) follows from the fact that X1?, 0 _< t <» is a uniformly integrable family, (ii) then follows from the optimal stopping theorem
-6- [6, p. 133] . By the martingale convergence theorem [6, p. 131 
X£(P) Ht^(p) <»} =Zp (m) Ht^(p) <«} . (2) is a random variable, and by Assumption 3, I. •+ «> as k -*• », hence lim Z? (m) l{tm(p) <«} = lim Zp
which is G^-measurable. But from (1), (2) 
Now x](a>) := E{l(A)|l(B-|)}(a>) =^or jaccording as ueB] or
